Series 16
Standard Gas Springs

SUSPA offers a variety of Standard 16 SERIES gas lift cylinders to meet the increasing needs of customers who want fast shipments of SUSPA gas springs at economical prices. Nine combinations currently are available, incorporating the most popular lengths and output forces.

All Standard 16 SERIES gas lift cylinders carry the SUSPA five year warranty from date of manufacture. Any deviations from the models listed here can be produced on request–thousands of different configurations are possible.

The proper selection of SUSPA gas springs, and the incorporation of them into specific products, remain the sole responsibility of the buyer. SUSPA reserves the right to make changes without advance notice.

End Fittings

NOTE: SGS 1, SGS 2, SGS 5, SGS 6, SGS 7 and SGS 8 are available with 10mm diameter ball studs. Please specify part No. P67-00001 for 5/16-18 UNC 2A threads or P67-00016 13mm dia. ball M6X1.25-6G threads.

End Fittings

SOS 1, 2, 5, 6, 7 & 8
10mm Plastic Ball Socket

SOS 3
13mm Steel Ball Socket

Available with P67-00002 13mm dia. ball 5/16-18 UNC-2A threads or P67-00016 13mm dia. ball M6X1.25-6G threads. Requires two each: P68-00019 CLIP.